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President’s Address
Mr. Aroon R D Patel
39 Whitehill Avenue, Luton LU1 3SR

Dear Fellow Members,

Namaste and Jai Shree Krishna

Having completed my second year as the President I do feel greatly honoured and privileged to have held
this position. I thank you all for entrusting me with the post and take this opportunity to thank all my fellow
officers, Trustees and members of the Executive for their support and advice in conducting my role.
The year 2014/2015 has passed with AMSUK struggling to maintain its position and achieve the objectives
set over the last two years. The need to strive for greater integration of our community members, particularly
engaging the new generation, is paramount in our establishing our community position’s in the UK. While
AMSUK recognises the need to change in line with the current environment the difficult question is how do
we go about inspiring the new generation members to participate?
However, it has not been all gloom and doom. The 2015 Activity Day and Sports Festival events, once again
were very successful events. Both have shown what can be achieved but these successes need to be translated
into the main stream of AMSUK. I congratulate the organisers of the both events for delivering very well
organised and enjoyable events. This shows that there is a wealth of talent with organisational and
management skills available within our community. We need you to come forward and apply your skills at
the National level. Of course it is all voluntary work and at times a thankless task….
Mandhata Wembley this year celebrated 40 years of running their Gujarati School. It is a significant
achievement and a real tribute to the members and teachers for continuing to operate under difficult
circumstances, especially with dwindling student numbers. So much so, that the Government has proposed to
stop GCSE Gujarati examinations. This is a real blow for the Gujarati community, for not only the language
is part of our cultural heritage but absolutely essential for communicating with each other in our homes.
Finally I would like to thank Shree Mandhata Mandal Luton for hosting the 2015 AGM/Sammelan, the
advertisers for their contributions towards the Mandhata Pragati and not least of all You the Members for
supporting our cause.
We want the Mandhata Community to make its mark.
Yours sincerely
Aroon R D Patel
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MESSAGE FROM BUCKINGHAM PALACE
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Message from
Department for Communities and Local Government, London
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Message from
Shree R C Patel, Deputy Chip Whip, Government of Gujarat.
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• Have you ever felt time- strapped; between
the countless Saturday morning errands and
driving your children to their tuition centre?
• How often did managing the schedule for
the tutor visit get messed up?

e2
tutor
Online English Tuition

• How many times have you secretly wished
for an alternative?

What if the E2 Tutor could make that wish a reality?

E2 Tutor comes right into the safety of your home (without charging
you travelling expenses) at your convenience to offer an online, face
to face tuition in English with guarantee results!
Our Commitment to You:
To extend a personal guaranteed that your child will make recognisable improvements in their
target grades/levels in English, once registered on the E2tutor programme of learning.
We provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tutor with over 20 years professional experience teaching English
One to one online tuition for English
One hour face to face sessions
All sessions are tailored to meet the needs of the student
Stretch for those wanting to improve grades
Challenge for those working towards A/A* or Level 6 (SATs)
Sessions relevant to current National Curriculum for English
Interactive and engaging online sessions planned and designed to
meet the National curriculum exam requirements for AQA, Edexcel, OCR
Regular tracking of progress provided to both student and parent
Preparation for independent schools 11+ and 7+
A bespoke service for groups of students tailored to suit all abilities
Half term clubs and Summer club programmes offered

Curriculum offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

English GCSE Language and Literature
English A-Level
SATs (including Level 6)
11 +
7+
GCSE and SATs Mock examinations practise with detailed feedback
and review

Contact us for a free no obligation quote
t: 07584 621940
e: info@e2tutor.co.uk
www.e2tutor.co.uk

e2 tutor

fees from:

£30 per student
(one to one session)
£12 per student (group session)

FORWARD BY THE VICE - PRESIDENT

B C Patel ‘M B E’

“OHM NAMAHA SHIVAYA”
It’s my privilege to representing our community as a Vice President. It has been
long time since we set up our organisation. Our long term aim and objective were to
promote our community and cultural heritage.
However, we need to ask our self that what did we really achieve as a reputable
organisation in last forty four years? Yes our community have achieved lot as an
individual, in education field and some business and family.
We still could not establish our self as a credible organisation outside our
community. As we now live in ever changing progressive social media age but we
failed to capitalise more for our community and failing our community.
We need to change our vision objective thought process and prioritised along with
constructive planning and hoping young generation can carry forward.
We have to do a constructive work to engage new generation to carry forward our
mission and make a successful organisation. We may have to change our thought
process to be a real volunteer to improve our organisation. We should not expect a
reward but how we can help our community. Please don’t just make a talking shop.
I remember the way last youth sport festival was administered and organise start to
finish by West Bromwich Youth and older generation.
I believe we should aim to have our own Building which was discussed some year
ago and land mark as AMSUK office. Integrated inclusive to protect our
community interest. I believe there is a still lot of opportunity for us to develop our
community organisation.
B C Patel ‘M B E’
bobcpatel@hotmail.com (07971653380)
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Shree Mandhata Mandal
Luton
President’s Address

Namashkar,

Ashvinbhai C Patel

I am honoured to have been elected the representative President of Shree Mandhata Mandal Luton.
It is a position that I hold with much pride, and aim to serve my community with the best of my ability.
However, I could not possibly achieve my aim without my committee, and the members of our Samaj. I am
blessed with a team who have a lot more experience, and I am grateful for their advice, and their assistance,
which they give to me with true enthusiasm. My interest in our Samaj comes from my parents, who have
supported the Mandal throughout its history, and I have been lucky enough to go along with them. I also
served on the committee as the Secretary, when I was a teenager, a role that I served with no knowledge of
the written language of Gujarati, but with full support of the committee.
Our community in Luton is very small in comparison to the some of the towns; however, the unity amongst
the members is paramount to its success. We have organised many events during the past year, which
included a dinner dance, which proved to be great success. This year, we have many events on our agenda,
including the Indian Independence Day Celebrations, a coach trip to the seaside, and of course playing hosts
to the AMSUK Samelan. Our Dharma has also played a big role in what we do, by organising celebrations
such as Janmashtami, Diwali, Maha Shivratri, and of course the Festival of Light, Diwali, and the Navratri
celebrations. These events are not just to celebrate our Hindu faith but also a platform for social and
community cohesion and networking. We also have a very vibrant Luncheon Club, which is held once a
month, and is open to all members. I believe that the Luncheon Club is proving to be a great success, and
adding real value to our Mandal.
My aim is to connect the virtues and traditional values of the Hindu community, so dear to the senior
members, and the modernisation that the new aspiring generation desire. My personal thoughts and values
have evolved as I have matured, and I know that most people of my generation and older have
compromised to the needs of the “new generation.” Change with time is important, which is a lesson that I
have learned from the Bhagavad Gita; however our values and our history must never be allowed to be
forgotten. We learn from our past. History is a point of reference, but not a place of residence, and so our
cultural values must be maintained albeit with the changes that are necessary to survive with the times. You
will see from the practices of our faith that it’s is not dogmatic but transient and adaptive. So I would like to
encourage the younger generation to be proud of their cultural inheritance, accept the traditions that they are
born into, but inject changes that are acceptable to all generations, and maintaining our true identity.
There is strength in unity, and my wish is for the Mandhata Samaj to grow as the community and we take
pride in belonging to our Mandal. We should integrate it into the society that we live in but be proud of the
culture that we have inherited.
Although I was born in Kenya, and brought up in England, both countries which I am patriotic about and
adopted their values, I can say, with pride that I am privileged to be a Hindu, ethnic Indian, and uphold the
culture and values of my motherland, along with my adopted countries.
Jai Hind.
Ashvinbhai C Patel - President - SMML
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2014-2015 AMSUK Activity Report
1.0 AMSUK Management Organisation.
The year commenced with the AGM held on 21st September 2014 in Dudley
The Office bearers newly elected were: Hon. Secretary – Ms Meenaben K Patel ( Bolton) and Assistant Secretary –
Mrs Umaben S Patel ( Wolverhampton).
The Officers re-elected were: President – Mr Aroonbhai R D Patel (Luton) V. President-Babubhai C Patel(Tipton),
Hon Treasurer – Dilipbhai Jina (Leicester), Asst. Treasurer – Manishaben A Patel (Luton) and Auditor – Ashokbhai R
Patel (Leicester)
11 Committee members were appointed against requirement of 14. 4 of the appointed members were female
representatives.
Following the AGM, a further 1 member was co-opted onto the Executive Committee at the first Executive Meeting in
2014/15.
AMSUK Youth Forum: No Youth Committee was formed. Jaytin Patel (Birmingham) continues as the Chairperson
and is the only member on the Youth Forum.

2.0 Executive Committee Meetings.
Only 3 out of the 4 quarterly meetings were convened in the year. The First meeting was held on 16th October 2014 in
Leicester, second meeting scheduled for 15th February 2015 in Wolverhampton was cancelled, third was held on 7th
June 2015 in West Bromwich Bromwich and the fourth on 6th September 2015 in Luton. A big thank you to all host
towns for the hospitality accorded to the AMSUK executive and to those committee members for their valued
contributions and making the effort to attend the meetings.

3.0 Sub – Committee Updates.
3(A). National Strategic Review.
One of the recommendations of the NS review was for AMSUK Executives to visit affiliated towns to promote
AMSUK, gauge the issues faced by the towns and give the town members an opportunity to voice their concerns at
National level. As such the President visited Loughborough Mandhata Hitwradhik Samaj at their AGM held on Sunday
17 May 2015. To quote Loughborough President, Shree Pravinbhai Dhanji “Yes, we as the Committee felt that the

meeting was successful in comparison to previous years because of the high attendance.. Your presence certainly made a
difference…”
3(B). Navsari Assets Project:
In March 2014 at a meeting held in Navsari with NVKT the visiting AMSUK members had had put forward
AMSUK’s proposal of collaborating with NVKT for the development of the Navsari Assets. Correspondence
was received from NVKT this year, which re-iterated the historical and current status of the assets, the work
undertaken by NVKT in providing assistance with educational funding to Koli Patel students and with request
to AMSUK for assistance with development of the plot next to Nutan Society, Dudhia Talaw, Navsari.
3(C). Gamonnati: No meeting was held in the year.
3(D). AMSUK Youth Forum:
No activity to report. With the exception of Jaytin continuing as the Chairperson, and sadly with no one else standing
for the remaining office positions the Youth Forum remained non-functional.
3(E). Website:
Development of the website continues to be hampered for technical reasons. The existing website needs to be
revamped to make it user friendly and for easier upload of material.
Cont……
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http://mbf.co/1yWIaZ

2014-2015 AMSUK Activity Report cont..

4.0 ACTIVITIES & EVENTS.
4.1 Activity Day:
A very popular event with children and parents was resurrected this year with the efforts of Hina Dhanji from
Leicester. Once again it proved a very successful event. Further details are reported separately under the Activity Day
article in this publication.
4.2 Sports Festival:
The annual two day event was organized by West Bromwich and held on 15th/16th August 2015 at the
Wolverhampton University Campus in Walsall. The event, once again was hugely successful, with over 450
participants and many spectators attending the two day event. It was a tribute to the organizers, for the planning, the
excellent venue facilities and overall management of the event. Leicester was this year’s overall winners with West
Bromwich as runners-up. Further details are reported separately under the Sports Festival article in this publication.
4.3 Matrimonial/Speed Date
Speed Date/Singles night was held on Saturday ….at the Flamingo's Restaurant in Leicester….went very well,
attended by 75 participants; nearly 50:50 male:female. Participants had option of completing admin and payments all
via internet making the process much more streamlined and easier. Overall feedback was very positive with suggestion
for more interactive activities during event.

5.0. Communication.
To ensure effective communication to the membership the AMSUK Executive would keep its members informed
of the organisation’s activities by
(a) Posting the 2015 AGM/Samellan invitations directly to the individual life members and
(b) To continue with the production of Mandhata Pragati,

AMSUK Executive

AMSUK conveys a big
THANK YOU to all its

Members
and Valued Advertisers
for their invaluable contributions
in support of

Mandhata Pragati
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TREASURER’S REPORT - 1

AMSUK - Consolidated
BALANCE SHEET
@ 31 March 2015

£

@ 31 March 2014

£

FIXED ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors & Prepayments
Cash at Bank and in Hand

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors & Accruals

£

£

-

-

253
55,348
55,601

1,965
57,097
59,062

4,584
4,584

6,167
6,167

NET CURRENT ASSETS

NET ASSETS

51,017

52,896

£ 51,017

£ 52,896

31,563
19,454

33,449
19,447

£ 51,017

£ 52,896

FUNDS
Unrestricted
Restricted

NET ASSETS
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TREASURER’S REPORT - 2

AMSUK - Consolidated
STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE
Unrestricted

Restricted

2015 Total

Funds

Funds

Funds

2014 Total
Funds

£

£

£

£

INCOMING RESOURCES
Membership

275

-

275

325

111

1,000
3,253
-

1,000
3,253
111

5,836
30

111

4,253

4,364

5,866

4
-

-

4
-

10
16

4

26

512
12,520

-

13,031

-

13,031

-

33

7

40

43

Donations
Wolverhampton Sammelan
Nani Pethan
Dudley Sammelan
Other

TOTAL DONATIONS RECEIVED
Publications
Mandhata Pragati
Hindu Death Rites

TOTAL INCOME FROM PUBLICATIONS

4

Events
2013 Sports Festival
2014 Sports Festival

512
12,520

TOTAL SHARE OF EVENTS - NET INCOME
Bank Interest

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES

£ 13,454

£ 4,260

£ 17,714

£ 6,259

OUTGOING RESOURCES:
Donations Payable
Shree Mandhata Samaj Wolverhampton
Nani Pethan
Shree Mandhata Samaj Dudley

-

TOTAL DONATIONS PAID

1,000
3,253

1,000
3,253

5,836
-

4,253

4,253

5,836

-

-

1,200

-

1,200

Publications
Mandhata Pragati

-

TOTAL PUBLICATIONS COSTS

-

Events
2014 Sports Festival

11,685

TOTAL EVENT COSTS

-

11,685

-

11,685

11,685

-

650
3,005

-

650
3,005

908
1,545

3,655

-

3,655

2,453

Misc Expenses
Public Liability Insurance
Postage & other miscellaneous

Misc Expenses, Insurance, Postage etc

TOTAL OUTGOING RESOURCES

£ 15,339

NET INCOMING / (OUTGOING)
RESOURCES BEFORE TRANSFERS

(1,886)

Fund Balances Brought Forward

33,449

FUND BALANCES Carried Forward

£ 31,563
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£ 4,253

7

19,447

£ 19,454

£ 19,592

£ 9,489

(1,879)

(3,230)

52,896

56,126

£ 51,017

£ 52,896

2nd

ctober

GANDHI

JAYANTI

ુ
“આજ હૈ દો ઓકતબર
કા દદન……”
ુ ર કા દદન આજ કા દદન
આજ હૈ દો ઓકતબ

ુ
ુ દદન હી ત ાંુ
મેરે નન્હૈ દોં ઓકતબર
કે શભ
જનમાાં મેરી યહી દુઆયે હૈ કી

હૈ બડા મહાન આજ કે દદન દો ફૂલ ખીલે હૈ
જજનસે મેહ્કા દહન્દુસ્િાન

જૈસા હી ત ાંુ બનના

નામ એક કા બાપ ુ ગાાંધી ઔર

ઔર જો ઉન જૈસા ના બન પાયે
કમ સે કમ ઉનકે
બિલાયે રસ્િે પર હી ત ાંુ ચલના

એક લાલ બહાદુર હૈ
એક કા નારા અમનએક કા,

જઈ જવાન જઈ દકસાન x 3

જઈ જવાન જઈ દકસાન x 3

જીન પે દુતનયા નાઝ કરે ગી

બાપ ુ જજસને માનવિા કા

ત ાંુ હૈ ઉન વીરોન કી શાન

દુતનયા કો સાંદેશ દદયા

એક કા નારા અમન એક કા,

બાગડોર ભારિ કી સાંભાલો

જઈ જવાન જઈ દકસાન x 3

નેહરુ કો આદે શ દદયા

ુ
આજ હૈ દો ઓકતબર
કા દદન
આજ કા દદન હૈ બડા મહાન

લાલ બહાદુર જજસને
હમકો ગવણ સે જીના સીખ્લાયા

આજ કે દદન દો ફૂલ ખીલે હૈ
નસે મેહ્કા દહન્દુસ્િાન

સચ પ ૂછો િો ગીિા કા
અધ્યાય ઉસી ને દોહરાયા

જઈ જવાન જઈ દકસાન x 4

જઈ જવાન જઈ દકસાન x 2
તવશ્વ શાાંતિ કે દહિ મે દે ખો
ઇન વીરોન ને દદયે હૈ પ્રાર્
એક કા નારા અમન એક કા,

જઈ જવાન જઈ દકસાન x 3
અન્યાયી રાજ સત્તાની સામે અદહિંસક-શાાંતિ પ ૂર્ણ સત્યાગ્રહ કરી ન્યાય મેળવવાનુાં અમોધ શસ્ત્ર મહાત્મા ગાાંધીજીએ તવશ્વને બક્ષ્ુ.ાં
'દાાંડીકુ ચ ' એનુાં ઉત્કૃષ્ટ દૃ ષ્ટાાંિ છે . દાાંડીમાાં ચપટી મીઠુાં ઉપાડી મીઠાના કાયદાનો ભાંગ કરી ગાાંધીજીએ બ્રિદટશ સામ્રાજ્યની

ઇમારિને લ ૂર્ો લગાડયો. િેના પદરર્ામ સ્વરૂપે આપર્ને આઝાદી મળી.
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THIS IS BRINGING
YOU CLOSER
TO YOUR
LOVED ONES
IN INDIA
Send money with Western Union this
summer bringing new opportunities,
education, prosperity and happiness to
urban and rural parts all across India.

Visit us at nearest agent location
or at WU.COM

MOBILE

© 2015 Western Union Holdings, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

ONLINE

AGENT LOCATION

Depending on how urgent your receiver needs money and
what’s the convenient way to receive it, Western Union® offers
different services to suit your needs best:

MONEY IN MINUTES**
When it’s really urgent, just fill the send form in the nearest
Agent location, provide your ID and receiver’s details. The
money is ready for pick-up within minutes.

NEXT DAY**
When there is no rush, just plan ahead and send money to
your family using our Next Day money transfer service. Take
advantage of lower transfer fees for the same reliable and
quality services. The money will be ready to pick-up after 24
hours.

FEES* (£)

AMOUNT TO SEND (£)
In Minutes**

Next Day**

0.01 — 100.00

4.90

2.90

100.01 — 300.00

6.90

4.90

300.01 — 700.00

9.90

7.90

700.01 — Above

14.90

12.90

DIRECT TO BANK**
Wish your family could receive money without leaving home?
Send money directly to their bank account.

AMOUNT TO SEND (£)

FEES* (£)

0.01 — 600.00

2.90

600.01 — 10,000.00

3.90

*Western Union also makes money from currency exchange. When choosing a money transmitter,
carefully compare both transfer fees and exchange rates. Fees and foreign exchange rates may
vary by brand, channel, and location based on a number of factors. Fees and rates subject to change
without notice. ** Funds may be delayed or services unavailable based on certain transaction
conditions, including amount hours, differences in time zones, or selection of delayed options. Additional
Restrictions may apply. See send form for details.
Authorized by the Central Bank of Ireland and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for the
conduct of payment services business in the UK.



સ્વ શ્રી હીર ભ ઈ ઉક ભ ઈ પટે લ

સ્વ લક્ષ્મીબેન હીર ભ ઈ પટે લ

જન્દ્મ - ૨૭ મ ચય ૧૯૨૩

જન્દ્મ - ૫ ઓર્સ્ટ ૧૯૨૩

ુ રી ૨૦૧૫
મનધન - ૧૩ જાન્દ્યઆ

મનધન - ૨૬ નવેમ્બેર ૧૯૯૯

ુ મ ાં દુુઃખમ ાં હસત રહ્ય ,
જીવન પર્યત તનતોડ મહેનત કરી ,સખ
દુખ થી કદી ડગ્ર્ નહહ, ધમય કદી ભ ૂલ્ર્ નહહ,વ ૃક્ષ બની છ ર્ આપન ર રહ્ય ,
તમ રો પરોપક રી મમલનસ ર, સેવ ભ વી સ્વભ વ, સદ ર્ે અમને મ ર્ય ચીધ્તો રહશે,
પ્રભ ુ આપન હદવ્ર્ આત્મ ને પરમ શ માં ત અપે, એજ પ્ર થન .

ૐ શ માં ત ૐ શ માં ત ૐ શ માં ત
Residence: 33 K ingsdown Avenue, L uton L U2 7BU.
ુ )
શ્રી મહેશભ ઈ હીર ભ ઈ પટેલ (પત્ર

ુ વધ)ુ
અં.સૌ. ર્ીત બેન મહેશભ ઈ પટેલ (પત્ર

ુ )
શ્રી નવીનચાંદ્ર હીર ભ ઈ પટેલ (પત્ર

ુ વધ)ુ
અં. સૌ. કોકીલ બેન નવીનચાંદ્ર પટેલ (પત્ર

ુ ી)
રૂખીબેન હીર ભ ઈ પટેલ (પત્ર
અં. સૌ ચૈત લી ર કેશ પટેલ (પૌત્રવધ)ુ

શ્રી ર કેશ નવીનચાંદ્ર પટેલ (પૌત્ર)
શ્રી રીતેશ મહેશભ ઈ પટેલ (પૌત્ર)

અં.સૌ.ભ મવક વીરે ન ભ હટર્ (પૌત્રી), શ્રી વીરે ન મહેન્દ્દ્રભ ઈ ભ હટર્ (જમ ઈ)
નીતીશ મહેશભ ઈ પટેલ(પૌત્રી)
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Rajesh
SF Project Co-ordinator
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In pictures
OVERALL WINNERS LEICESTER
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OUTSTANDING ACHIEVER

Dylan Patel
Recipient of

"Outstanding Achievement Award"
from
Roberts Primary School, Dudley
for
his tremendous skills in Mathematics, Reading and Writing
and having
a fantastic attitude to learning, always giving 100% in all subjects
Dylan’s hard work has secured him a place at one of the top five highly sought
after grammar schools nationally
The King Edward VI, Five Ways, Birmingham
Proud parents Ashok and Bhavna Patel
of
Dudley (Karadi, Dhalla Falia).
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Does it Have To be All Doom and Gloom??
It has been 2 years and 6 months since I finished the treatment
for breast cancer. It was a long journey and still is as there are
many side effects to everyday life. However, life goes on and I
believe it happened to me for a reason…to change my life.
Running around, not focused on what I needed to do for myself,
always putting others needs first was who I was. Whether it was
family, community, colleagues or friends…I always wanted to
please everybody. I wanted to do better. I worried about their
opinions. I worked crazy hours at my previous job as I loved it
so much, but wasn’t rewarded well enough.
This was a wake up call.

I have since participated in two 10k runs to raise funds for cancer research.
I now want to support another cause close to my heart. For 6 and a half years I worked for an organisation who
supported young people at risk of dropping out of education and employment. Nearly all the young people I
worked with suffered some form of abuse in their childhoods. I don’t have the emotional capacity to work on a one
to one basis with children and young people from hard to reach backgrounds since the treatment Now I have
chosen a different way to support them as well as give hope to those who may be going through treatment or
suffering in life.
I will be trekking the Great Wall Of China this October and this is my way to raise awareness and make a
change in children’s lives with whom the NSPCC work with. As well as doing this for an amazing cause, I want to
test my mental and physical strength. I did the first 10k run only 6 months after the treatment. I endured a lot and
my physical and mental state were not 100%. When I was training, I could only jog for maximum half an hour a
day and that was it for the whole day! I couldn’t do much else physically as bones would ache and tiredness kicked
in! So here I am two and a half years later attempting this crazy trek!
I have big ambitions. And why not? After going through a life changing experience I want to do bigger things for
children and young people! I want to work all over the world and this will happen all in good time. I have since
started a business called, Red Tower; Youth, talent and business development for creative businesses, individuals
or projects, focusing on those who work with children and young people. I am in the process of setting up my
own charity centered around creative learning. Skies the limit I say. I will do what I need to for myself. People
may not like it, but it’s my time.
Lastly, I am passionate that people get some kind of hope by following my story, reading about my
adventures and seeing me succeed.
In the meantime, my rehabilitation from all the treatment and fitness levels will be greatly tested via this
China Trek!! I can't wait! I hope you can all support me!
Thanking you in advance.

MINAL

If you want to donate to my cause please visit: https://www.justgiving.com/MinalPatel5
If you want to follow my story: http://minalsmadness.blogspot.co.uk/p/my-journey.html
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Activity Day 2
for contributions

15

This years AMSUK Activity Day took place at Beaumanor Hall in Leicestershire on the 11 April 2015.
The day was “spectacular”, “amazing”, “fun”, “a great day out”….those were the words of some of the
Individuals that took part and also from those who spectated. A number of towns were part of this event and it was
great to see members of our Samaj getting together for the day of Activities. The following
towns attended: Leicester, Loughborough, Wembley, Walsall, Wolverhampton and
Birmingham.
Members of our Samaj, of all ages were welcomed to take part and it was an opportunity for adults and youngsters
to work together and compete during each activity. The activities were varied with
bridge building, shelter building and team challenges, with the adults getting to do some
Archery as well.
Bridge Building: teams had to build a robust bridge with just wood
and rope and then lay the bridge across the stream. Teams were
expected to cross the bridge to examine how well and sturdy they
had built it. As you can imagine, there were a few individuals that
fell in!

Shelter Building: teams had to build a shelter in the forest
with a large plastic sheet, rope and whatever they could find
on the ground. A variety of shelters were made but there were
some important factors..each team had to fit inside, there
should be furniture and it should be wind and water proof.
Team Challenges: which team could get through the hoops
first to then teams using 6 long wood pieces and rope to build a
structure that the team could stand on.
Archery: the adults learnt some real bow and arrow skill,
aiming at the target to get as many points as they could to beat
the other team.
This day gave an opportunity to take time out of

your

normal day, to talk, network and build long lasting
friendships. This Activity Day achieved it's goal. I learnt about using the tools around me to achieve what I needed, to
problem solve and to put trust in others. It made me realise that in our Samaj we have something good...unity...which
shine through on this day. I hope everyone enjoyed the day and took away something positive, just like I did.

Hina Dhanji – Activity Day Co-ordinator
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COPYFORM
PRI N T • C O PY • SC A N • FA X

Established over 30 years
• Sales/Service of
Photocopiers, Printers
& Consumables
• Buy/Lease or Rental
Options
• New & Refurbished
Available
• Competitive Repairs
& Maintenance

Save up to

• 4 Hour Call Out with
qualified engineers covering:

on printing
costs

60%

Manchester  Leeds  Bradford  Sheffield
Nottingham  Milton Keynes  Luton  London

Need your printer servicing or a repair?
We fix all major brands from £59.50 +vat

0113 257 4448 / 07976 426635

www.copyform.co.uk

Town Report for East London & Essex
Shree Mandhata Youth and Community Association East London and Essex
60 Beverley Gardens, Emerson Park, Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 3NX. Tel: 07906 594834
Reg Charity:1015211
Secretary: Natu Somabhai, President: Balubhai V. Patel,
Joint President: Ramanbhai S Patel
Treasurer: Natverlal N Patel, Asst Secretary: Mohanbhai K. V. President: Parshotbhai D Patel,
Auditor:Parbhubhai S. Patel
Dear all

Jai Shree Krishna

Jai Ramji Ki Jai Ambe Maa

I wish to submit the following report on behalf of the East London and Essex branch. I hope you
will find this interesting.
1. Background information about our Association: Our Association was first established in
1979. We became the registered charity in October 1992. We have about 140 families in East
London and Essex areas.
2. Annual General Meeting (AGM):
Our 2015 AGM took place on Sunday 7th June 2015 at:
GUJARAT (HINDU) WELFARE ASSOCIATION 141 PLASHET ROAD LONDON E.13.
- News letters were sent out to all our East London and Essex members three weeks prior to
the AGM. The agenda were followed and carried out the business.
- Minutes of the last AGM, and Secretary’s report were read out and hard copies were
distributed by our secretary Natubhai.
- Treasurer’s report and accounts for 2014/2015, were presented by Natverlal. President’s
report, was presented by Balubhai Patel.
It was decided by the members to keep the same Management committee as per previous year.
3. Navaratri/Diwali programmes 2014:
These were celebrated very successfully. I would like to thank all our members and Committee
volunteers for their help and support for making these events successful.
4. Navaratri Programmes 2015: Wednesday 14th October to Thursday 22nd .
Sarad Purnima Ggarba will take place on Saturday 24th October from 7.45 PM.
Venue: Sandringham School, Sandringham Road, E7.
Time: 7.45 PM to 11 PM for all the above dates.
We will announce the date for Diwali programme during the Navaratri.
5. Gujarati Classes:
We have been running Gujarati classes since 1992. We hold classes every Saturday at VHP
temple Ilford from 10.30 AM. I would like to encourage our children to come and learn
Gujarati and make new friends and help us maintain our language and culture.
This service is provided free. Please contact Natu for further information.
Management Committee, Secretary Natu Somabhai Patel, Tel: 07906 594834
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OUR MEMBERS FOR THEIR CONTINUED HELP AND SUPPORT.
I HOPE THEY WILL CONTINUE TO HELP AND SUPPORT IN THE FUTURE.
JAI SHREE KRISHNA.
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Wembley Mandhata Gujarati School 40th Anniversary Celebrations
Wembley Mandhata recently celebrated the 40th anniversary of it’s Gujarati School, which was established
in January 1975. The event marking the 40th anniversary took place on Sunday 12th July at Alperton High
school Wembley. It was well attended by almost 500 guests which included teachers and students both past
and present and supporters of our school such as Vipool Kalyani (President of Gujarati Literary Academy),
Dr Jagdish Dave MBE and Niruben Desai MBE.

The Gujarati school has classes
which range from a toddler’s
aged 4 right up to pre-GCSE.
For some years there were also
weekly evening classes for
adults. To date, approximately
800 students have achieved a
GCSE pass or higher in Gujarati
through this school.

The Gujarati School’s annual calendar of events includes India’s Independence Day, which was combined
with this year’s 40th anniversary celebrations. Both current and former students of the Gujarati school
performed various items on stage; traditional Gujarati garba dance, a drama based on the history of the
school and key figures involved in it’s development, the singing of patriotic songs, and recognition of those
who helped India achieve independence.
There was also a bhajan item presented by one of the school’s most famous ex-students, Vikesh, who this
year has been performing on the tv show “The Voice”. There was a presentation for all past and present
teachers in recognition of their services to the school for promoting and teaching of Gujarati.

A

special

thank

Chandrakalaben

who

you
was

was

offered

to

instrumental

in

establishing the school and was one if it’s very
first teachers in 1975 and was a key figure in
drawing such a large audience for this event. To
this day she has continued to contribute to the
Gujarati school in both a teaching capacity and in
promoting the school to external organisations.
Finally, a word of thanks to those who very kindly
made donations to the school and to those who devote
their time to ensure our school still thrives today.

President: Taraben Patel
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Secretary: Ramesh F G Patel

ુ રાતી શાળા 15 મી ઓગસ્ટ પર
માાંધાતા વેમ્બલી ગજ
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40 વર્ષની ઉજવણી
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Best Wishes to AMSUK from Manjula Patel

HALFWAY PHARMACY
731 Dunstable Rd, Luton, LU4 0DU
( opp Luton & Dunstable Hospital )
Delivering Healthcare to the community










Tel: 01582 571858

FREE Repeat Prescription Collection & Delivery Service
MUR & NMS service
Emergency Contraception service
Chlamydia testing and treatment
Stop Smoking Services
Free Travel Consultations
Mobility Aids
Flu Vaccination

Medigreen Pharmacy
31 Manor Rd, Caddington, Luton, Beds LU1 4EE
Tel: 01582 457800

Kiran Patel would like to send Best Wishes to AMSUK
We provide:








Expert Advice on Medicines Use Review
New Medicines Service
Pet Care Medicines Advice
Emergency Hormonal Contraception Service
Flu Vaccination service available
Prescription Collection and Delivery service
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The

wealth creation

Ashleigh Court was
established in 1997 by
Asvin Chauhan, and was
borne out of his passion for
helping business owners and
successful professionals in
the areas of creative tax and
financial planning.
We offer advice and practical help to
private clients and business owners
looking to make their assets work for
them in order to secure their financial
health in the longer term.

Our business has grown on the
strength of word of mouth - surely
the real test of our success in helping
clients.

Ashleigh Court also prides itself
on being an integral part of the
community in which it trades, making
regular charitable donations to both
local and international charities.
Ashleigh Court offers advice and
practical help to private individuals
and business owners in all aspects of
financial planning.

WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS, WE CAN HELP.
Our comprehensive approach means that you will always receive advice that is
personal to you and your individual circumstances.
Sovereign House | 12 Warwick Street | Earlsdon | Coventry CV5 6ET
T: 024 7626 6495 | F: 024 7626 6496 | E: admin@ashleighcourt.com
www.ashleighcourt.com
Ashleigh Court Private Client Wealth Management Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

people
WE CAN HELP WITH,
FOR INSTANCE:
- retirement planning
- portfolio planning /
investment strategy
- tax planning and inheritance
tax mitigation
- wealth maximisation
- wills and trusts
- life assurance planning
- protecting your assets for
your family
- school fee planning
- business planning

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Are you

ambitious?
Would you
like to earn an

additional
income?

If so, call me on

07980 802 824

or email ash@just-cash.com

